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Antique Flowers
001 - Bachelor's Buttons
Bachelor's Buttons Flower Seed have a nice mix of colors on tall
growing plants. Attracts bees and butterflies. Sun. Ht: 2-1/2-3’
Annual.

005 - Sweet Pea Grandiflora Mix
Grandiflora Mix Sweet Pea Seed. A beautiful mix of heirloom sweet
peas in a full range of colors. Very fragrant! Ht: 4-5’ tall. Sun.
NEW FOR 2021

003 - Red Corn Poppy (1840)
A native of Europe, the Corn Poppy is also called Field Poppy. The
red flowers attract pollinators to the garden and are very easy to
grow. Attracts bees! Self seeds. Sun. Ht: 2’.

Antique Flowers
002 - Cosmos Sensation Mix (pre-1936)
Sensation Mix Cosmos Seeds. This heirloom variety was a AAS
winner in 1936. Earlier blooming than most Cosmos. Ht: 4-5' tall
NEW FOR 2021

004 - Russian Mammoth Sunflower (pre1870)

Also known as Large Russian Sunflower, this old variety was
introduced from Russia prior to 1870. In those days it was
extensively planted for feeding poultry and horses. The large stalks
were also used as fuel in areas that did not have many trees.
According to the 1891 D. M. Ferry & Co. Seed catalog, "This is
much superior to the common sort, as it forms a single, large flower,
and the seeds are larger and richer in oil." The large seeds are one
of the best for snacking. Ht: 10’ or more.

006 - California Giants Zinnia (1928)
California Giants Zinnia Seed was introduced in 1928. These large
flowered zinnias come in a beautiful mix of colors. The long
stemmed flowers make nice cut flowers. Prefers sun. Ht: 3’ Annual.

Antique Flowers
070 - Wild Bee Balm
Wild Bee Balm Seeds. This wildflower is native to the prairies,
plains, meadows and pastures of North America. It is popular with
pollinators. Ht: 3' tall

Arugula, Lettuce & Spinach
007 - Arugula
(aka Rocket, Roquette) Arugula is an heirloom green that has been
used since Roman times. Today it is popular as a peppery addition
to salads.

009 - Black Seeded Simpson Lettuce
(1850)

Black Seeded Simpson Lettuce Seed was introduced in 1850 and
still one of the best early leaf lettuce available. The light green,
crumpled leaves are tender and sweet. Loose leaf lettuce.

010 - Mascara Lettuce
A beautiful red oakleaf type of lettuce with curly leaf edges. One of
the darkest red oakleaf varieties. This variety really adds interest to
salads. Quite bolt resistant.

Arugula, Lettuce & Spinach
011 - White Paris Cos Lettuce
An old variety that is one of the best Romaine Lettuce with a nice
crunchy texture. Highly recommended.

057 - Bloomsdale Long Standing Spinach
(1925)
Bloomsdale Longstanding Spinach Seed is one of the best spinach
varieties! This variety is slow to bolt and has excellent flavor.

Beans
015 - Bis Wax Bean
A Polish heirloom that have large, flat yellow pods and is extremely
productive. A very nice wax bean with good flavor.
Days to Maturity: 50-60 days for snaps

014 - Broad Windsor Broad Bean
Broad Windsor Broad Bean Seed has been documented since the
18th century, this is still one of the most popular varieties available
today. The green pods are 5-6" long and have large green seeds.

012 - Polish Pole Bean (early 1900's)
A polish heirloom that is one of the most intriguing and distinct in my
collection! This special variety came from Poland in the early
1900’s. The very small pods are 2-3" long and are filled with small
round taupe colored seed. The small pods can be used fresh when
they are young and the seed are good in soups or other bean
dishes. This rare variety is very productive and disease resistant.

Beans
013 - Stringless Green Pod Bean (1894)
(aka Burpee’s Stringless Green Pod) In 1894 Calvin Keeney who
was known as the "Father of the Stringless Bean" developed
Burpee’s Stringless Green Pod which was then introduced by the
Burpee Seed Company. It remained the most popular bean for
years and was claimed to be the first stringless bean. An excellent
snap bean with 5" pods and brown seed. Early, productive and
tasty. One of the best!

071 - Pretzel Bean
(aka Rams Horn Bean) The pretzel bean was introduced
commercially in the United States in 1893 by W. Atlee Burpee,
under the name Rams Horn Bean. Because it grows as a twining
vine, it is easy to train on poles or a trellis, taking advantage of
vertical, rather than horizontal, space. The dry peas can be saved
and cooked like any common black-eyed pea. These beans have 68" pods that ripen to a brown color.

Beets & Mangels
016 - Bulls Blood Beet (1840)
Developed in the Netherlands from the old French variety
Craupadine. The dark red burgundy foliage is distinct and excellent
in salad mixtures or steamed. The roots can be used when young.
The foliage is very striking and can be used in edible landscaping.

072 - Detroit Dark Red Beet (1892)
The original selections from Early Blood Turnip Beet were made by
a Mr. Reeves of Port Hope, Ontario. Further selections and
improvements were made by D. M. Ferry & Co., who first listed it in
their 1892 seed catalog as Detroit Dark Red Turnip Beet. This old
heirloom is an excellent all purpose beet that has been popular for
generations! It has blood red flesh and is excellent for canning, fresh
eating and storage.

018 - Fordhook Giant Swiss Chard (1934)
Introduced in 1934, this Swiss Chard has been a popular variety for
many years. The white stalks and green leaves are delicious when
steamed.

Beets & Mangels
019 - Colossal Long Red Mangel (1800s)
Collossal Long Red Mangel Seed produces Mangels that can reach
15 lbs and 2 feet long! The long roots have red skin and white flesh.
Excellent keeper. Can be eaten when young.

017 - Burpee's Golden Beet (1940s)
Burpee's Golden Beet Seed was introduced by the Burpee Seed
Company in the 1940’s but similar golden beets reportedly date
back to 1828. The tops are very delicious and the roots retain their
sweet flavor even when quite large. (55 days)
NEW FOR 2021

Cabbage Family
020 - Long Island Improved Brussel
Sprouts (1890s)
Long Island Improved Brussel Sprout Seed was introduced in the
1890’s and still popular today. Nice taste and production

021 - Premium Late Flat Dutch Cabbage
(pre- 1840)
A late cabbage that has very large flat heads that store well. A
family favorite for years. Excellent for sauerkraut.

022 - Red Russian Kale (pre-1885)
(aka Ragged Jack) Said to have been introduced into Canada by
Russian traders in 1885 or possibly earlier. It was listed in The
Vegetable Garden by Vilmorin in 1885 under the name Ragged
Jack Kale. The beautiful plants have bluish green leaves with
purplish veins and cooler weather brings out a purplish tint to the
leaves. Delicious and cold hardy.

Cabbage Family
023 - Early Purple Vienna Kohlrabi
(1840s)
Kohlrabi is an often overlooked vegetable that is very nutritious. It
can be cooked like turnips or else eaten raw. Fearing Burr (Field
and Garden Vegetables of America, 1865) wrote, "When taken
young, and properly dressed, they form an excellent substitute for
turnips, especially in dry seasons, when a crop of the latter may fail,
or become of inferior quality.".

024 - Southern Giant Curled Mustard
Greens (pre-1880)
The 2’ plants have bright green crumpled, curled leaves with a
mildly pungent flavor.

Carrots & Parsnips
025 - Danvers Half Long Carrot (1871)
Danvers Half Long Carrot Seed originated among market gardeners
near Danvers, Massachusetts in 1871. The deep orange tapered
thick roots grow well in heavy soils. They also store well..

026 - Scarlet Nantes Carrot (1855)
A French variety, Scarlet Nantes was originally developed and
released by the French seed house Vilmorin prior to 1855. The long
cylindrical tasty orange roots are great for freezing or eating fresh.

028 - Paris Golden Self Blanching Celery
(1886)
Originated in the Mediterranean. The green stalks easily blanch to
golden yellow. Delicious and tender.

Carrots & Parsnips
027 - Hollow Crown Parsnip (1820)
Developed in England in the early 1800's, Hollow Crown Parsnip
Seed is still the most widely grown parsnip today. Nice long roots
with good flavor.

Corn
029 - Golden Bantam 8 Row (1902)
Yellow corn originally was only grown for livestock feed, only white
corn was considered fit for the table. That all changed when a
farmer named William Chambers in Greenfield, Massachusetts grew
a yellow mutant sweet corn. After Chambers death, a handful of the
yellow kernelled corn was found among his possessions and was
sold to W. Atlas Burpee. Burpee’s formally introduced this variety to
the public in 1902 as Golden Bantam Corn. Since then, Golden
Bantam has been one of the most popular open pollinated sweet
corns available. It has been a favorite on the Prairies for years and
was included in the 1929 Steele Briggs Seed Company catalogue.
This is the original grow strain of Golden Bantam that I am offering.
A sweet corn that must be eaten or frozen right after it is picked so
the sugars don’t change to starch. Produces 5-6 inch cobs on 5’ tall
plants. A great variety.

Cucurbit Family
030 - Cucamelon
(Aka Mexican Sour Gherkin, Mouse Melon) Cucamelon Seed is
native to Mexico and Central America, this adorable little heirloom
has really become popular in the last few years. The small 1" fruit
look like little watermelons and fall of the vine when ripe. They have
a refreshing cucumber like taste with a hint of citrus. Great for
snacking, salad or pickling. The leaves and flowers are also tiny.
Cucamelons can also be grown on a trellis.

031 - Lemon Cucumber (1894)
Lemon Cucumber Seed was originally obtained in Australia and
introduced in 1894. The productive vines produce lemon shaped
yellow cucumbers that are easily digested. Great in salads. (65 days
to maturity).

032 - Longfellow Cucumber (1927)
Introduced by the Rice Seed Company of Cambridge, New York in
1927. The long slicing cucumbers are 12 inches long by 2" wide and
are great for market growers or home gardeners.

Cucurbit Family
033 - Parisian Pickling Cucumber (pre1892)
First listed by J. H. Gregory
in 1892 but grown earlier in France.
This variety was used for gherkins or cornichons. It is very small and
was originally known as Small Pickling or Gherkin Cucumber. Used
for pickling or slicing when older. RARE. (60 days to maturity)

034 - Golden Gopher Melon (1930)
Golden Gopher Melon Seed was developed by the University of
Minnesota in the 1930's and introduced by Farmer Seed & Nursery.
Said to have a higher sugar content than most other melons. Very
sweet and tasty fruit grow to about 5 " long. Great variety that is
extremely rare. (75-80 days)

035 - Connecticut Field Pumpkin (C.
Pepo) (pre-1700)
(aka Big Tom, Yankee Cow Pumpkin) Connecticut Field Pumpkin
Seed is a pre 1700’s heirloom of Native American origin. The
Connecticut Field Pumpkin is one of the oldest varieties still
available and is the traditional pumpkin for carving. Large orange
pumpkins are excellent for Jack-O-Lanterns or pies

Cucurbit Family
036 - Mandan Banquet Squash (C.
Maxima)

(a.k.a. Will's Banquet) Oscar H. Will developed the Mandan
Banquet squash from a cross between Buttercup and Gilmore
Squash. According to Hedrick in The Cucurbits of New York(1935),
the Gilmore Squash was the result of a cross between the
Winnebago and Arikara Squash and was introduced in 1926. The
resulting Mandan Banquet Squash were orange in color with a cup
on the bottom similar to Buttercup. Mandan Banquet is very early
and has good quality thick orange flesh for baking. EXTREMELY
RARE.

037- Delicata Squash 1894 (C. Pep0)
(Delicata Squash Seed was introduced in 1894 by Peter Henderson.
The Delicata Squash has gold flesh that is fine textured and sweet.
The fruit are usually about 10 inches long and are delicious when
baked or stuffed. (110 days)
NEW FOR 2021

039 - Golden Zucchini (C. Pepo)
Said to have originated with the Arikara Indians of North Dakota and
then introduced in 1913 by the Iowa Seed Company of Des Moines.
The vigorous long vines produce dark green fruit with deep orange,
sweet, dry flesh that stores well. Excellent for baking. An old
fashioned favorite. (90 days)
NEW FOR 2021

Cucurbit Family
038 - Will's Sugar Watermelon (1888)
Will's Sugar Watermelon Seeds were introduced by the Oscar Will
Seed Company of North Dakota in 1888. The round fruit average 810" and the pink flesh is juicy and sweet. Very hardy. (80
days) EXTREMELY RARE

Grains
040 - Burgundy Amaranth
The tall plants produce prolific amounts of white seed that are high
in protein and can be sprouted, ground into flour or cooked whole.
The attractive reddish purple young leaves add color and flavor to
mixed salads and the flower plumes are burgundy and very showy..

041 - Brightest Brilliant Rainbow Quinoa
Brightest Brilliant Rainbow Quinoa Seeds. Quinoa has been grown
for thousands of years and was a staple in the diet of the Incas. The
seed of Quinoa is very high in protein and is a nutritious addition to
the diet. The seed can be cooked similar to rice or ground into flour.
The seed must be thoroughly rinsed prior to cooking to remove any
bitterness from the seed coat. Quinoa is a large plant growing to 7’
tall.

Herbs
044 - Genovese Basil
Genovese Basil Seed is an old Italian heirloom originating in the
Genoa region of Italy. This wonderful basil has large green leaves
with concentrated flavor prefect for pesto or any other dish that
needs authentic Italian flavor. Annual.

046 - Old Ukrainian Dill
I am very happy to be able to offer this century’s old strain of dill that
has been grown on my farm since my great grandparents first
settled there from the Ukraine. Vigorous healthy plants produce
copious quantities of seed. A large growing strain with intense
flavor. Annual.

047 - Oregano
Oregano is such a hardy perennial herb it should be in every
garden. The leaves can be used in many Italian dishes. Biennial to
Zone 5 & up.

Herbs
043 - Curled Parsley
Curled Parsley Herb Seed is an heirloom parsley with very curled
leaves and nice flavor. High in vitamins and great for soups, stews
and as a garnish.Biennial.

048 - Sage
A classic herb often used in stuffing and meat dishes. Sage can
over winter even in Zone 3 if well protected in the winter. If you are
able to over winter it you will be rewarded with pretty blue flowers
that attract butterflies and beneficial insects. Perennial.

049 - Thyme
Thyme is one of the most versatile herbs and is indispensable for
any meat dish or stew. The leaves dry very well and the plant is very
winter hardy often surviving the winter in Zone 3. Perennial

Herbs
045 - Gigante di Napoli - Parsley
Gigante di Napoli Parsley Seed is a very special old Italian strain of
parsley that originated in Naples. This strain has incredible flavor and
very large flat leaves that are excellent for use in cooking. Large
bushy plants.Biennial.
NEW FOR 2021

Onions, Leeks & Okra
050 - Giant Musselburgh Leek (1834)
Giant Musselburgh Leek Seed was developed in 1834 in Scotland
and named after a coastal town with many market gardens. Very
large leeks with excellent flavor. One of the best!

051 - Clemson Spineless Okra (1939)
Clemson Spineless Okra Seed was originally introduced by
Clemson University and was an All America Selection winner in
1939. The green spineless pods are best harvested when 3" long
and the plants grow 3-5 feet tall. Essential for Gumbo! (55- 65 days
to maturity)

052 - Ailsa Craig Onion (1887)
Ailsa Craig Onion Seed was introduced in 1887 and named after an
island near Scotland. The huge onions average 2 lbs and have a
mild flavor. Not for storage but excellent as a mild fresh use onion.

Onions, Leeks & Okra

053 - Franz Bunching Welsh Onion
Franz Bunching Welsh Onion Seed is an heirloom from Alta Franz
of Washington State. A type of Welsh Onion that produces mild
green onions in early spring.

042 - Chives
Chive seed is easy to grow and has a mild onion flavor. The hardy
plants produce nice mauve flowers in early summer. Perennial-Zone 2
NEW FOR 2021

Peas & Lentils
054 - Le Puy Green Lentil
I was pleasantly surprised at how easy this heirloom lentil variety is
to grow! Le Puy Green Lentil is well known in France for its refined
flavor and ability to hold its shape when cooked. It has been grown
in the Le Puy region of France for many, many years and ripens
quite early in Manitoba (early August). This productive variety
produces loads of small greenish mottled seed that is also easy to
thresh.

055 - Bouchard Soup Pea
A Canadian heirloom soup pea that Adele Bouchard grew every
year until shortly before she passed away in 2014. Adele obtained
this heirloom from her mother in law who lived in Quebec. Adele’s
granddaughter Shannon Houle has been growing it for over 30
years in Alberta and traded it at Seedy Saturdays and offered it
many years ago through Seeds of Diversity. A productive, dwarf
variety that makes delicious pea soup!

056 - Dwarf Gray Sugar Pea (1892)
Dwarf Gray Sugar Pea Seed was introduced in 1892 by D. M. Ferry
& Co. but is surely a much older pre-1800’s variety. The dwarf
productive vines produce snow peas which are great for stir fries or
steaming. The purple flowers are ornamental as well.

Tomato, Pepper, Eggplant &
Tomatillo
060 - Black Beauty Eggplant (1902)
Black Beauty Eggplant Seed was introduced in 1902 and popular
ever since. Large purple fruit with excellent flavor. (80 days maturity)

061 - Aunt Molly's Ground Cherry
Aunt Molly's Ground Cherry seeds are an old Polish heirloom that
has a pineapple citrus like flavor. When the fruit are ripe they drop to
the ground and are enclosed in a papery husk like tomatillos are.
The fruit can store for up to a month in there husks and can be used
for pies, preserves or fruit salads.

058 - California Wonder Pepper (1928)
California Wonder Pepper Seed was introduced in 1928, this
heirloom has been the standard for large bell peppers for decades.
Nice blocky, large, thick fleshed bell peppers are great for stuffing.
The peppers will turn from green to red when fully ripe but are also
tasty green. (75 days from transplant)

Tomato, Pepper, Eggplant &
Tomatillo
063 - Black Cherry Tomato
Black Cherry Tomato Seeds were one of the tastiest cherry
tomatoes of the season. Our customers at the farmer’s market seem
to agree. The dark purple cherry tomatoes are born in large clusters
on very vigorous plants. Very sweet and delicious fruit is great for
eating out of hand or summer salads. Excellent paired with red and
yellow cherry tomatoes. Indeterminate, regular leaf foliage. (70 days
from transplant)
NEW FOR 2021

066 - Purple Tomatillo
A rare tomatillo that turns purple when ripe. The purple types are
sweeter than green tomatillos. The small tomato like fruit are
enclosed in a papery husk that is easy to remove prior to cooking.
The purple fruit store very well after harvest. Used in traditional
Mexican salsas. Delicious. Start indoors 4-5 weeks before
transplanting out. (70 days from transplant) EXTREMELY RARE.

064 - Mary Unger Tomato
A productive heirloom with medium size red meaty fruit that are
great for canning or slicing. Productive and tasty. Indeterminate,
regular leaf foliage. (70 days from transplant)

Tomato, Pepper, Eggplant &
Tomatillo
062 - Petit Moineau Tomato (1950's)
Petit Moineau Tomato Seeds. A red currant type tomato with
clusters of tiny red fruit that are very sweet. This precious little gem
has been cultivated in the Chateauguay region of Quebec since at
least the 1950’s. Indeterminate. (75 days from transplant)

065 - Radiator Charlie's Mortgage Lifter
Tomato (1930's)
The original Mortgage Lifter Tomato! Developed by Marshall Cletis
Byles in the 1930’s in Logan, West Virginia. Mr. Byles was known as
Radiator Charlie because he owned a radiator repair business at the
foot of a steep hill on which trucks would often overheat. He sold
Radiator Charlie’s tomato plants for $1 each in the 1940’s and paid
off his mortgage in 6 years. The large healthy plants produce huge
quantities of blemish free deep pink beautiful beefsteak type fruit till
frost. Excellent taste and great for tomato sandwiches! Highly
recommended! Indeterminate, regular leaf foliage. (85 days from
transplant)

Tomato, Pepper, Eggplant &
Tomatillo
059 - Djuric Tomato - Pepper
Djuric Tomato Pepper Seed was originally from Yugoslavia and
brought to the United Sates after World War II. Florian Zalewski
happened to be visiting her sister in Milwaukee and obtained a seed
from her sister's neighbor who had been growing this variety for
many years. From that one seed, she has managed to preserve this
variety and thankfully share the seed with me. The tall plants
produce sweet yellowish green tomato shaped peppers that turn red
when ripe. (85-90 days maturity)
NEW FOR 2021

Rutabaga & Radish
067 - American Purple Top Rutabaga (pre1920)
American Purple Top Rutabaga seeds produce large rutabaga with
5-6" diameter roots. Mild and sweet taste.

068 - French Breakfast Radish (pre1885)
French Breakfast Radish Seed produces very early, turnip shaped,
scarlet radishes. Very crisp flesh. Offered in Canadian Seed
catalogs as early as the 1870’s but surely older. EXTREMELY
RARE.

069 - Round Black Spanish Winter Radish
(1600s)
Round Black Spanish Radish Seeds. One of the oldest heirlooms
still available. The 3-4" roots are black with a white interior. This old
variety is a winter radish so it can be stored in sand during the
winter with good results.

